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Monster Girl Encyclopedia, Volume 1 is the first in a series of highly-detailed, illustrated books that

contains one hundred profiles of wickedly lascivious monster girls. Considered by many fans to be

the definitive go-to source for sexy monster girls and the worlds they inhabit, Monster Girl

Encyclopedia is a must-have purchase for fans of Monster Musume, Nurse HitomiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Monster Infirmary, and other monster titles.Including 240 pages of in-depth bios, one hundred

gorgeous full-color illustrations, numerous tantalizing black and white spot illustrations, diagrams,

and more, Monster Girl Encyclopedia introduces readers to over one-hundred different species.

Told from the perspective of a wandering monster girl scholar, these vibrantly illustrated pages

teach us about sensual elves, dwarves, succubi, centaurs, mermaids, and much, much more, like

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve never seen them before.Monster Girl Encyclopedia will be released at a large

deluxe trim size and shrink-wrapped for mature readers.
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Kenkou Cross is best known as the author and artist of the Monster Girl Encyclopedia series.

Monster Girl Encyclopedia is done by Kenkou Cross, a prominent artist in the Monster Girl

universe.The book details the discoveries of a wondering scholar in a fantasy world on these

beings, and gives not only information but survival techniques and socioeconomic integration of



these monsters into the fictional world that is created. In fact, the first page of the book details one

to keep an open mind and not to judge the monsters in this book based upon their habits.I for one

saw an interesting world built upon the information contained in this book, that could be used in

interesting ways; especially in writing or story. Each encyclopedia entry brings a bit of thought or

immersion to the mix. Some of the monsters contained in this book can be met with horror, disgust,

acceptance, fear and, rarely, admiration.While there is a bit of nuance in timing of this book or

information in this book (As in, did this event take place recently or some long time later? How is the

scholarly character privy to some types of information?) It is a solid good read.If you are a fan of

Monster Girls, are interested in writing or experiencing fantasy worlds, or are ready to experience

the newest trend in fantasy writing, this book is for you. If you are looking for pornography, this book

has little to offer in that department (besides a couple of sketches) and one would be better off

looking at your favorite pornsite.

As a fan of monster girls in general, whether it be art, animation or cosplay, this is a great collectors

item. I enjoy the individual biographies, the art style and the lore behind the monster girls as a

whole. The book itself is made well and feels durable. The 18+ is not as common throughout the

book as you would believe if you haven't seen this content, but what it does have is certainly 18+.

It's a great read. I highly recommend this to anyone with an interest in lore, great art and adult

content.

I'll start by saying, I'm not the best descriptive writer okay here I go. This book is NOT for anyone 18

and younger (This is not porn) a few pics are suggestive sexually. The quality of this hard cover is

great as well as the pages great effort and love was put in this book I feel. I love the descriptions

very funny (to me at least) on how these monster girls habits and how some came to be, If your a

MONSTER GIRL fanatic or fan I recommend this book its fun. I don't feel like I'll ever regret buying

this book

Honestly, I had always read this as it was translated and posted online. Content Wise I give it five

stars. It does mainly focus on the sexual side of each Monster Girl, but there are details throughout

the book of the lands in which they reside, their hierarchy, their relations with humans as well as

other Monster Girls. Even details about religions, geography, beliefs, superstitions and their

intelligence ratings make it worth a read for those looking for creative inspiration.



I don't know if you can call this kind of product educational, but if you need some background

information about monster girls from your favorite manga, then this is definitely for you. This book

gives you detailed information on various monster girls in a cheeky sort of way that will give you

some chuckles. The art work is good through the book, but beware there ia some nudity so if you

are considering buying this for your little tyke or grandtyke then keep that in mind. Overall it is a

pretty good read and would recommend for anyone old and mature enough not to have their life

ruined by some drawn topless women and racy language.

The book is rather robust and discrete, making it easy for you to to read without eye strain, but still

portable enough to store away and go on with life. Despite shipping being difficult with the tracking

number being 10 days off track, the package still arrived within the stores time span.

This order came in almost a whole month earlier than the expected delivery date! This book is

fantastic from,both an artistic point of view and how it feels like an authentic encyclopedia. This

book,is meant for MATURE READERS ONLY. Don't mind any reviews that say you won't find

pornographic or sexual content here because it is full of that (which is very welcomed. Just a

warning for those who think this is anything but). I highly recommend it for fans of monster girls and

anime! Beware the alluring beautiful monsters that await you in this book. ;)

The ultimate anime smut setting. Something for everyone abounds in this wonderfully articulated

sexy guide for the adventurous monstergirl connoisseur. 4 stars because the centaur entries don't

contain pictures of glue buckets.
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